Abstract. We investigate the question of whether any d-colorable simplicial dpolytope can be octahedralized, i.e., it can be subdivided to a d-dimensional geometric cross-polytopal complex. We give a positive answer in dimension 3, with the additional property that the octahedralization introduces no new vertices on the boundary of the polytope.
Introduction and preliminaries
The study of triangulations is a central theme in discrete geometry and beyond. In words, a triangulation of a polytope is a decomposition as a union of simplices which intersect properly along common faces, and it is not hard to see that any polytope can be triangulated (see [DLRS10] for more about triangulations). In this paper we consider a different decomposition for simplicial d-polytopes which are balanced, i.e., their graph is d-colorable, in the classical graph theoretic sense. Clearly since the graph of any (d − 1)-simplex is the complete graph on d vertices, d is the minimum chromatic number that the graph of any simplicial d-polytope can have. Balanced simplicial complexes were introduced by Stanley [Sta79] and recently they have gained attention from the point of view of face enumeration [KN16, JKM18] . For results of a more topological flavour regarding balancedness and colorings we refer to [Fis77, IJ03] . Under many perspectives it appears that, when dealing with balanced complexes, the cross-polytope, which is easily seen to be balanced, plays the fundamental role played by the simplex in the setting of arbitrary complexes. The starting point of this paper is a lemma in [IKN17] , where the authors describe a procedure to systematically convert a balanced simplicial complex into a (combinatorial) cross-polytopal complex ; that is to say, a pure regular CW-complex in which all maximal cells are isomorphic to the boundary of a cross-polytope. We investigate a geometric version of this statement, which asks for the existence of a geometric cross-polytopal complex decomposing (in d = 3 "octahedralizing") balanced d-polytopes. We proceed now with some basic definitions (see [Zie95] for basics on polytopes).
The regular d-dimensional cross-polytope ♦ d is the polytope conv(±e 1 , . . . , ±e d ) ⊆ R d , where {e i } For the rest of this paper we will call d-dimensional cross-polytope any convex polytope combinatorially isomorphic to the regular cross-polytope. A polytope P is k-colorable if its graph is k-colorable in the classical graph-theoretic sense, i.e., if there exists a map κ : V (P) → [k] such that κ(V ) = κ(W ) whenever V and W are the vertices of an edge. Note that if P is a simplicial d-polytope then the graph of a facet is the complete graph on d vertices, and so a simplicial d-polytope cannot be k-colorable for any k < d. In the literature, a d-colorable simplicial d-polytope, or more generally a d-
is a (possibly empty) face of both F i and F j ;
• if G is a face of F, and F ∈ ∆, then G ∈ ∆.
Elements of a polytopal complex ∆ are called cells. We denote by f i (∆) the number of i-dimensional cells of the complex and a complex is called pure if all maximal cells have the same dimension. If all cells are simplices, the complex is called a simplicial complex. We are interested in a different specialization of polytopal complexes:
d is a pure polytopal complex where all maximal cells are cross-polytopes. We call the support of the complex ∆ the set |∆| = C∈∆ C and we say that ∆ is a cross-polytopal subdivision of |∆|.
Moreover, we denote with ∂∆ the boundary of ∆, that is the simplicial complex generated by (d − 1)-dimensional cells that belong to an unique maximal cell of ∆. A cross-polytopal subdivision ∆ of a simplicial polytope P such that ∂∆ ∂P is called proper. Somehow informally, we can use the word octahedralization to refer to cross-polytopal subdivisions of 3-polytopes.
With these definitions, we can precisely formulate the question at the heart of this paper: Question 1.2. Does every balanced d-polytope have a proper cross-polytopal subdivision?
The structure of the paper is as follows. After outlining in Section 2 a general strategy to study Question 1.2 in arbitrary dimension, Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to answering it, positively, in dimension d = 3.
Let us recall some notation in dimension 3: the regular 3-dimensional crosspolytope is called regular octahedron, and we thus denote by octahedron any 3-polytope which is combinatorially equivalent to the 3-dimensional cross-polytope. A tetrahedron is a 3-dimensional simplex. A summary of our results in dimension 3 is: Theorem 1.3. Let P be a balanced 3-polytope. Then there exists a proper crosspolytopal subdivision of P. In particular, there is one such subdivision ∆ with f 3 (∆) = 23(f 0 (P) − 2).
One might wonder if there exist simplicial polytopes other than balanced polytopes which admit a proper cross-polytopal subdivision. The next proposition shows that the answer is negative, even on the combinatorial level. • The faces containing one of the vertices C F ;
The link of a (d − 2)-face containing one of the vertices C F is a 1-sphere contained in the corresponding cross-polytopal cell, and therefore it is a 4-gon. Let G be any Observe that if |∆| is not simply connected, Proposition 1.4 does not hold, as it can be seen in the example in Figure 1 .
If we admit subdivisions which are not proper, then we can prove the following.
Theorem 1.6. Any tetrahedron has a (non-proper) cross-polytopal subdivision ∆ such that f 3 (∆) = 23 and ∂∆ ∂♦ 3 .
A strategy for octahedralizations via bipyramids
The following lemma, which employs an idea discussed in [IKN17, Lemma 3.6], shows a first attempt to reduce Question 1.2 to the problem of decomposing certain generalized bipyramids into cross-polytopes. These bipyramids arise from a natural matching on the d-simplices of a triangulation of a balanced simplicial d-polytope induced by the coloring.
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a balanced d-polytope. Then P can be triangulated in a way such that:
• The d-simplices in the triangulation can be partitioned in pairs sharing a facet; this facet is a (d − 1)-simplex, which we call the equatorial simplex; • For each equatorial simplex E, there exists a flag of faces
Proof. Let Φ be any triangulation of P whose graph is (d + 1)-colorable, and whose boundary coincides with the boundary of P. The simplest example of such a triangulation is the one whose cells are the cones over every facet of P from a fixed interior point. We color the vertices of Φ. Since P is d-colorable, we can assume that all the vertices of color d + 1 are in the interior. Hence no (d − 1)-simplices whose vertices are colored with colors {2, . . . , d + 1} are on the boundary of P. Each such (d − 1)-simplex is therefore a facet of exactly two d-simplices of Φ, which we take as our pairs. The (d − 1)-simplices colored with {2, . . . , d + 1} are thus the equatorial simplices, and indeed each simplex of Φ contains exactly one such simplex. Finally, each equatorial simplex has a unique i-face F i colored using colors in
Remark 2.2. Observe that Lemma 2.1 shows that every balanced d-dimensional simplicial polytope has an even number of facets for every d, even when d is even. More generally, this is true for every balanced d-dimensional pseudomanifold, i.e., a simplcial complex with the property that every (d − 1)-dimensional face is contained exactly in 2 facets. This fact can be deduced by other means.
It is important to note that Lemma 2.1 guarantees that we can pair up the dsimplices of our triangulation, but the union of the two simplices is not in general convex. In other words the dual graph of a balanced polytope, which is a bipartite graph (see e.g., [Jos02, Proposition 6]), admits a perfect matching. The lemma thus shows that finding a balanced subdivision of the following class of objects is enough to positively answer Question 1.2: Definition 2.3. A generalized bipyramid B is the union of two d-simplices S 1 and S 2 which intersect along a (d−1)-simplex E, called the equatorial simplex, which is a face of both. Observe that B need not be a convex polytope. We fix a distinguished flag of faces of
This data is part of the definition of a generalized bipyramid. Figure 2 . A generalized bipyramid whose boundary is isomorphic to ∂♦ 3 .
We want to think of the generalized bipyramid as a degenerate cross-polytope, obtained by deforming a 4-cycle into a 3-cycle and arbitrarily moving the two remaining vertices. To make this precise, we consider the following triangulation of ∂B:
is the stellar subdivision of as simplicial complex ∆ at a face F , that is, the simplicial complex obtained from ∆ replacing all the faces containing F (called the star at F ) with those given by the union of the barycenter of F with every face of the boundary of its star. In words, to obtain Γ we iteratively stellar subdivide ∂B at the faces F i in decreasing dimension. See Figure 2 for a three dimensional example.
Here and for the rest of this article, we denote the vertices of Γ as follows: V 1 and V 2 are the vertices not in the equatorial simplex, V 3 := F 0 , and for i ≥ 1 we let V 2i+2 be the vertex of the F i not in F i−1 and V 2i+3 be the barycenter of F i . In what follows all generalized bipyramid will be assumed to be subdivided as above, and we will sometimes improperly refer to the vertices of Γ as vertices of the bipyramid B.
Remark 2.4. It is easy to see that the triangulation Γ thus obtained is a simplicial complex isomorphic to the boundary of the d-cross-polytope, with the pairs V 2i−1 , V 2i as opposite vertices. This is what allows us to think of B as a degenerate crosspolytope.
Proof. Since O is the barycenter of the equatorial simplex the points O, V 2d−1 and V 2d are aligned. We denote this linear space with L 1 . For every i = 1, . . . , d − 2 the point V 2i+1 is the barycenter of the simplex with vertices {V 3 , . . . , V 2i }, which implies that V 2i+1 lies on the line trough V 2i−1 and V 2i and therefore L i+1 := dim(span(V 2d−i−1 , . . . , V 2d )) = dim(span(V 2d−i+1 , . . . , V 2d ))+1, for every i = 1, . . . , d− 2. Moreover we show that V 2i+1 is on the segment V 2i−1 V 2i : indeed we have that
The Schlegel diagram of the 24-cell
The starting point of our decomposition is a regular convex 4-polytope called the 24-cell, which can be realized as the convex hull of all vectors in R 4 with exactly two zero entries and two entries in {1, −1}. Its boundary consists of 24 octahedral cells and therefore its Schlegel diagram provides a (non-trivial) cross-polytopal subdivision of the regular octahedron. The regular cuboctahedron is H = conv({λe i + µe j : λ, µ ∈ {−1, 1}, i = j ∈ {1, 2, 3}}). Place a scaled copy of it inside a regular octahedron C o (the subscript stands for "outer"). Observe that each square face of the cuboctahedron lies on a plane orthogonal to a line through antipodal points in the octahedron. Next add a second scaled regular octahedron C i (the "inner" octahedron) inside the cuboctahedron, again with the same center, and whose faces lie pairwise on planes parallel to the faces of the outer octahedron. In this configuration to each of the 6 square faces of H correspond a vertex of C o and a vertex of C i , and to each of the 8 triangular faces of H corresponds a 2-face of C o and a 2-face of C i . This correspondence naturally gives rise to a cross-polytopal decomposition of the outer octahedron C o in 23 octahedra, which we divide in 4 types:
• Type 1: Octahedra obtained as the convex hull of a triangular face of H and a face in C o . There are 8 octahedra of type 1. • Type 2: Octahedra obtained as the convex hull of a triangular face of H and a face in C i . There are 8 octahedra of type 2.
• Type 3: Octahedra obtained as the convex hull of a square face of H and the two corresponding vertices of C o and C i . There are 6 octahedra of type 3.
• Type 4: The inner octahedron C i . Figure 3 depicts the octahedra of the four different types.
The subdivision
This section is devoted to proving the following proposition, which will allow us to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 4.1. Let B ⊆ R 3 be a 3-dimensional generalized bipyramid. There exists a (non-proper) geometric cross-polytopal sudivision ∆ of B such that ∂∆ ∂♦ 3 . In particular there is one such ∆ with f 3 (∆) = 23.
We begin with an outline of the proof strategy, referring to the corresponding lemmas. Most of these results hold in any dimension, and so we state them in that level of generality. Let B be a generalized bipyramid with the origin O as the barycenter of the equatorial simplex. • In Lemma 4.2 we construct a convex d-dimensional cross-polytope C with one vertex on each segment joining O and the vertices of B. The polytopes C are d-dimensional cross-polytopes contained in B for every 0 ≤ ≤ 1, again with vertices on the same segments. In particular in dimension 3 one of the C will play the role of the octahedron of type 4 in Section 3; • Next we show that we can choose a set of points P e , one in the interior of each edge e of C, in such a way that, for any vertex W i of C, the polytope conv(W i , O, {P e : W i ∈ e}) is a d-dimensional cross-polytope. This is the content of Lemma 4.3; • In Lemma 4.6 we show that, for each i, the polytopes Q i = conv(V i , W i , {P e : W i ∈ e}) are d-dimensional cross-polytopes, where V i are the vertices of B. Those octahedra correspond to type 3 octahedra in Section 3; • Finally in Lemma 4.8 we show that, if F is any (d − 1)-face of C, and F and F the corresponding (d − 1)-faces of B and C, for any choice of d points P G , each on a (d − 2)-face G of F, the polytopes conv(F, {P G }) and conv(F , {P G }) are d-dimensional cross-polytope. We will then see that, in dimension d = 3, these octahedra fit together to decompose the bipyramid. Proof. Let V 1 , . . . , V 2d be the vertices of B, with the convention fixed when we defined the triangulation Γ of ∂B. We place pairs of points on the segments OV 2d−2i and OV 2d−2i−1 for i = 0, . . . , d − 1 and show that at each step their convex hull is a crosspolytope of increasing dimension. First we choose any two points W 2d and W 2d−1 on the segments OV 2d and OV 2d−1 . Remember that V 2d−3 , V 2d−2 , V 2d−1 and V 2d lie in a 2-dimensional linear space L 2 . By continuity there exists an open ball B 2 ⊆ L 2 such that, for any choice of points W 2d−2 and W 2d−3 on the intersection between the segments OV 2d−2 and OV 2d−3 and B 2 , the segment W 2d−2 W 2d−3 intersects the segment W 2d W 2d−1 in the interior. Hence conv(W 2d , W 2d−1 , W 2d−2 , W 2d−3 ) is a quadrilateral (indeed a 2-dimensional cross-polytope) whose interior contains O. Iteratively we consider the i-dimensional cross-polytope conv(W 2d , W 2d−1 , . . . , W 2d−2i+1 ) containing the origin in its interior. Since L i separates (in L i+1 ) V 2d−2i and V 2d−2i−1 there exists a ball B i+1 in L i+1 such that for any choice of points W 2d−2i and W 2d−2i−1 on OV 2d−2i ∩B i+1 and OV 2d−2i−1 ∩B i+1 the segment W 2d−2i W 2d−2i−1 intersects the polytope conv(W 2d , W 2d−1 , . . . , W 2d−2i+1 ) in the interior, and from this we can conclude that conv(W 2d , W 2d−1 , . . . , W 2d−2i−1 ) is a (i + 1)-dimensional cross-polytope.
Lemma 4.3. For every edge e of C, we can choose a point P e in the interior of e such that for any vertex W i of C conv(W i , O, {P e : W i ∈ e}) is a convex d-dimensional cross-polytope.
Proof. We denote the edge with vertices W i and W j by e i,j , and the point on the interior of this edge by P i,j . We want to choose P i,j in such a way that Q i := conv(W i , O, {P i,j : e i,j is an edge}) is a convex d-dimensional cross-polytope for all i. Since all W i are vertices of C and the points P i,j lie on edges of it, while O lies in its interior, the former will necessarily be vertices of Q i for any i. It is thus sufficient to guarantee that for our choice of P i,j the origin O is a vertex of both Q i and Q j .
Observe that, if we fix i and we want to choose P i,j such that O is a vertex of Q i (regardless of all the Q j s), it is enough to choose the points P i,j very close to W i .
The key observation then is that each edge e i,j is incident to a vertex W i for which any choice of P i,j is valid, that is, for which O is a vertex of Q i for any choice of P i,j . We will show this claim in what follows.
We will proceed by induction. The inductive statement is that if we have chosen points P i,j on edges lying in L so that O is a vertex of Q k ∩ L for all k ≥ 2 + 1 (that is, by Lemma 2.5, for all k such that W k ∈ L ), then it is possible to choose the remaining points P i,j lying in L +1 in such a way that O is a vertex of Q k ∩ L +1 for all k ≥ 2 + 1.
Indeed, observe that the two polytopes Q 2 −1 ∩ L and Q 2 ∩ L , will be convex no matter the choices of P 2i,k and P 2i+1,k , because the hyperplane L is a supporting hyperplane in L +1 for O: by Lemma 2.5 we know that V 2 and V 2 −1 lie on either side of this hyperplane, and therefore so do all the points P 2 ,k and P 2 −1,k which we introduce in this step. It is therefore enough to choose P 2i,k and P 2i−1,k in such a way as to guarantee that Q k ∩ L +1 have O as a vertex. To do so, it is enough to choose them close enough to W k .
Lemma 4.4. Let {P i } and P be points in R d in convex position and let Q be a point in the interior of the cone with apex P and rays through the points {P i }. If the intersection P Q ∩ conv({P i }) is contained in the interior of the segment P Q, then {P i }, P and Q are in convex position. In particular, the segments P i Q are edges of conv(P, {P i }, Q) for every i.
Proof. The condition that P Q∩conv({P i }) is contained in the interior of the segment P Q guarantees that Q is not in conv({P i }, P ), and since Q lies in the interior of the cone, we can conclude. Proof. By Lemma 4.3 we know that conv(W i , O, {P e : W i ∈ e}) is a d-dimensional cross-polytope for any i = 1, . . . , 2d. Therefore there exists such that W i / ∈ conv({P e : W i ∈ e}) for every i and the segment W i W i intersects conv({P e : W i ∈ e}) in the interior of W i W i . By Lemma 4.4 we have that conv( W i , {P e : W i ∈ e}, W i ) is a cross-polytope. In the same way, since the segment W i V i intersects conv({P e : W i ∈ e}) in the interior of W i V i , and V i lies in the interior of the cone with apex W i and rays through {P e : W i ∈ e}, we conclude that conv( W i , {P e : W i ∈ e}, V i ) is a cross-polytope using Lemma 4.4.
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 4.7. Let P be a simplicial d-polytope on 2d vertices partitioned in d pairs, such that each pair is not an edge of P. Then P is combinatorially isomorphic to a d-dimensional cross-polytope.
Lemma 4.8. Let S = conv(O, F) be a d-simplex with F a (d − 1)-simplex and P = conv(F , F) be a truncation of S w.r.t. O. For any hyperplane h which separates F and F and for any choice of points
Proof. For G = conv(V (F) \ v) we denote with P G the chosen point on the (d − 2)-face of h ∩ P which corresponds to G. Consider conv({P G }, F). Clearly {P G } and F are facets, since F lies in one of the halfspace defined by the supporting hyperplane h of {P G }.
For any vertex V of F, the segment conv(V, P G ) with G = conv(V (F) \ V ) intersects the interior of S, because it joins V with a point in the interior of conv(V (S) \ V ). Moreover conv(V, P G ) is also contained in one of the halfspaces defined by h. Therefore conv(V, P G ) is not a face of conv({P G }, F) for any (d − 2)-face G = conv(V (F) \ V ), which implies that conv({P G }, F) is a d-cross-polytope by Lemma 4.7. The proof for conv({P G }, F ) is analogous. Figure 5 shows the cross-polytopes conv({P G }, F) (blue) and conv({P G }, F ) (red) in the 3-dimensional case. We can finally put together the pieces to prove Proposition 4.1:
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We assume that O coincides with the barycenter of the equatorial simplex of B. We proceed as the outline at the beginning of this section. First we use Lemma 4.2 to construct an octahedron C whose vertices lie on the segments OV i , i = 1, . . . , 6. Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.6 guarantee the existence of a choice of points P e on the edges of C and of a number ∈ (0, 1) such that the polytopes
• conv(F, {P e : e = {i, j}, V i V j ⊆ F}) (type 1, 8 polytopes),
• conv(F , {P e : e = {i, j}, W i W j ⊆ F }) (type 2, 8 polytopes),
• conv(V i , W i , {P e : W i ∈ e}) (type 3, 6 polytopes), are octahedra, for any facets F and F of B and C respectively. The statement follows setting ∆ to be the cross-polytopal complex generated by these 22 octahedra, together with C. Indeed all of the octahedra lie inside of B and it is immediate to check that the intersection of two octahedra in ∆ is a face of both. Moreover, since O P G F F h Figure 5 . An illustration of Lemma 4.8 in the 3-dimensional case.
every 2-dimensional face of ∆ which is not on the boundary of B lies in exactly two octahedra, we have that |∆| = B.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3. Recall that for a simplicial 3-polytope Euler relation and a double counting argument show that the number of edges and 2-faces are uniquely determined by the number of vertices. In particular we have that f 2 (P) = 2(f 0 (P) − 2).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For any triangulation of P with the conditions of Lemma 2.1, the 3-simplices in the triangulation can be pairwise matched in f 2 (P)/2 many generalized bipyramids. It is important to observe that the second condition in Lemma 2.1 ensures that we can consider the barycenters of one of the edge for each equatioral simplex, so that for each bipyramid exactly one edge on the equator is subdivided. By Proposition 4.1 there exists a geometric cross-polytopal subdivision on 23 octahedra for each of the generalized bipyramids. The union of these f 2 (P)/2 many geometric cross-polytopal complexes gives a proper cross-polytopal subdivision ∆ of P with f 3 (∆) = 23f 2 (P)/2 = 23(f 0 (P) − 2) octahedra.
Remark 4.9. In Section 2, we reduce the problem of finding an octahedralization of a balanced d-polytope to that of the generalized bipyramid. However, we can apply verbatim the same construction described in Section 4 directly to a simplex. Indeed, if S is a simplex, and F 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F d−1 a flag of faces in its boundary, then
is a subdivision of ∂S that is combinatorially isomorphic to the boundary of a d-dimensional cross-polytope. All the results in Section 4 carry over. Decomposing a balanced 3-polytope in this way would produce a cross-polytopal decomposition with 23f 2 (P) = 46(f 0 (P)−2) many octahedra, that is twice as many as the strategy using bipyramids guarantees. Theorem 1.6 follows directly from this remark.
Concluding questions
This paper leaves Question 1.2 open in the case d ≥ 4. The reason is that we are not aware of the existence of a polytope with 'many' cross-polytopal facets in dimensions higher than 4, in analogy with the 24-cell in dimension 4, whose Schlegel diagram would be a starting point of our construction.
Indeed, in dimensions higher than 3, before embarking on the geometrical question, one might want to understand whether the following, combinatorial statement holds. Recall that a pure CW-complex is strongly regular if the intersection of two cells is a single (possibly empty) cell. A d-dimensional strongly regular crosspolytopal complex is therefore a pure, strongly regular d-dimensional CW-complex in which all maximal cells are combinatorially isomorphic to ♦ d . Due to convexity, polytopal complexes are strongly regular CW-complexes, and so Theorem 1.3 provides a positive answer in the three dimensional case. A negative answer to this question would of course imply a negative answer to Question 1.2.
For d ≥ 4 there are combinatorial (d − 1)-spheres (i.e., simplicial complexes PLhomeomorphic to the boundary of a d-simplex) which cannot be realized as the boundary of a polytope. It is not always easy to check whether a sphere has this property or not. Therefore we can generalize Question 5.1 to the following one, which is interesting in its own right and may be easier to answer. A negative answer to this question would not however necessarily give an obstruction to Question 1.2.
As mentioned in the introduction, [IKN17, Theorem 3.1] answers this question positively for balanced combinatorial (even simplicial) spheres without the assumption of strong regularity. In a sense, strongly regular cross-polytopal complexes are an intermediate step between the complexes considered in [IKN17] and geometric cross-polytopal complexes.
